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Agenda

1
• Research Portfolio Selection

2
•Expectation Setting

3
• Pathways and Decision Making
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Research vs. Technology and Capability 
Development?
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Definitions Revisited- Words Matter

• The Association of University of Technology Managers (AUTM) describes a recent  
2014 study that identified and analyzed 60 different definitions of innovation.

• The diverse interpretations of these terms create challenges for technology developers  
and customers to sync research, development, and subsequent business activities.

• The DHS Lexicon defines transition as “the transfer of responsibility for a product
or system from a research and development organization to a receiving activity,
with subsequent integration of the product or system into the receiving activity’s  
operations.”

• It defines technology commercialization as the “process of developing markets and
producing and delivering products and/or services to address the needs of those  
targeted markets.”

Because OUP works with a variety of customers including DHS Components, other
Federal Agencies, industry, academia, and international partners, any differences in
customer definitions MUST be addressed through close and continuous interaction with
those partnering institutions to ensure that customer expectations are clear and programs  
are managed appropriately.
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Research Portfolio Selection  
Drives Transition Pathways
Good Practices in Portfolio Development:
• The portfolio has an intentional focus or balance

(long-versus short-term, high-versus low-risk,  
across markets and technologies, etc.)

• The breakdown of spending (resources) in the
portfolio reflects the Center strategy and Center  
business model.

• The portfolio is created through proficient
ranking and prioritization of new and  
continuation projects.

• Appropriate balance between the number of new
projects undertaken at any one time and the  
resources available.

• A formal and systematic portfolio management
system in place to select the right projects and to
allocate development resources to projects

As of 2009, majority of firms  
(76%) have too many projects  
and an overloaded product  
development pipeline. Further,  
a vast amount of firms (78%)  
lack a systematic portfolio  
management methodology to  
help them select and prioritize  
development projects.
COOPER, ROBERT G. "Effective Gating." Marketing  
Management 18.2 (2009): 12-17. BusinessSource
Complete. Web. 27 July 2015.
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• 20‐30%?• 20‐30%?

Workforce
Traditional  

and  
Training

Stand  
Alone  

Knowledge  
Products

Hardware,  
software

Linked  
Knowledge  

Product

What is the appropriate Mix of ‘Project Types’?

The selection of ‘the types of projects’ is critical to establishing expectations for  
project outputs, potential of COE contributions to the field and articulating the  
development pathways

• 15‐25%? • 15‐30%?

What are the  
technical  
development  
steps for each  
type of  
project?

What are the  
intellectual  
property  
considerations  
for each  
grouping in  
order to realize  
the end goal?
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Example COE Portfolio
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Road Map for COE Project/Technology

1. Expressed need by DHS Component
2. End user expressed interest
3.       Center Vision and core competency 
evaluation
4.       Access to facilities and information
5.       Capacity and Staffing – project 
management and research execution
6. Preliminary market analysis
Supply alternatives – what is already out there 
or could be modified 
Demand for technology – potential 
applications and dual use

Ex ante CBA/CEA ‐ Will it be it worth it?
R&D cost, schedule, deliverables ‐ quality 
expectations

7. Legal – intellectual property issues
8. Special focus on software, if applicable

9.  Commercialization  Potential and Strategy; 
Disruptive, Platform, Value Chain,          

Intellectual Property? Potential commercial 
partners

Identify type: start up vs. licensing/sale to 
integrator

9. Technology development plan ‐ Go/no‐go 
decision points mapped out
10. Test and evaluation process

Bench/lab
Modeling/simulation
Operational exercise

11. Adoption decisions
12. Sourcing process
13. Implementation
14. Revisions/adaptations
15. Ex Post CBA/CEA ‐ Was it worth it?
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Example: Software Project Types

Icons used from thenounproject.com

Algorithm

Software
Tool Used
by COE

Web
Application

Software 
Deployed
to Field

Software
Deployed On
Customer’s

Network

• Unambiguous set of rules that precisely defines a sequence of operations that provide 
information or help to solve a problem

• Expect a defined set of inputs (pre‐conditions) and are guaranteed to terminate and produce a 
defined set of outputs (results)

• Could be developed into a software application, or delivered as documentation describing the 
functions performed by the algorithm from COE to others

• For internal COE use, no software expected

• Smaller, less complex development effort as compared to deployed software
• Used to perform one or more tasks, such as automating algorithms or supporting mission 

functions

• Client/server software, where the client side (including the user interface) runs in a web 
browser of the client computer

• Generally leverages web technologies such as Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascading 
Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript

• Delivered from COE to others

• Covers the creation of mobile apps or embedded software (such as sensors or appliances) 
that are planned for deployment to select fields

• Covers software to be delivered to DHS customers (including other DHS components), Non‐
DHS customers (other agencies, industry partners, universities)

• Typically involves the creation of mission‐focused/critical applications



Example: Software Methodology Decision Tree



Examples: Financial Drivers
• Cyber Security Market  was valued at $52.05 billion in 2015. It is projected to grow to $114.08 

billion by 2024 with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.1%. 
• The airport, oil and gas, banking, and government segments will exhibit maximum growth 

during the forecast period. North America, Europe, APAC, and the Middle East (in the same 
order) will have the highest CAGRs during 2015 to 2024 (10.7%,10.1%, 8.9%, and 7.1%)

• Increases in partnerships between traditional IT cyber security providers and infrastructure 
control system firms

• Legislation

1
1Source: Frost & Sullivan July 2016 Global Critical National Infrastructure Cyber Security Market Assessment 
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Since 2013, over 150
research grants have 
been issued relating to 
critical infrastructure 
protection

An estimated 2,500 companies and institutions are conducting 
research in critical infrastructure resiliency. 

Example – what 
organizations are in this 
space?



OUP COE Portfolio Considerations for Long 
Term Sustainability

What Value will 
we create?

Do we have the 
organizational 
capabilities to 

deliver it?

Can we Capture 
this value in the 

face of 
competition? 

Which customers and 
geographic markets will 
we serve? 
What will be our range 
of products/services?

What is our 
central source of 
competitive 
advantage?

How will we 
organize both 
now & in the 
future: 
What shall we 
do inside, 
what outside? 
Can we grow 
using this 
plan?

Credit: Dr. Pierre Azoulay, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan School of Management
1
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Choosing an Effective Commercialization Strategy

Credit: Dr. Pierre Azoulay, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan School of Management

Intellectual 
Property 

Strategies 

Ye
s Platform 

Strategies 

Disruptive 
Strategies

Value Chain 
Strategies

No Yes

N
o

Do Incumbent’s Complementary 
Assets Contribute to the Value 

Proposition from the New 
Technology? 

Can Innovation 
by the Start‐up 

Preclude 
Effective 

Development 
by
the 

Incumbent?
UBER, Tesla,

Standard‐
setting

Biotechnology

Disk Drives Intel, Cisco

Yes

N
o

Ye
s

EXAMPLES: Do Incumbent’s 
Complementary Assets Contribute to 

Value Proposition from the New 
Technology? 

Can Innovation by 
the Start‐up 

Preclude Effective 
Development by
the Incumbent?

No
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Market Analysis - Capability/Product Vision

Tech Scouting

Customers

Incumbents

IP and Regulations

Considerations/
Market Drivers
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Tech Scouting Customers

Competitors/Potential Partners IP and Regulations

Identify companies in the specific space

Update annually

Research existing, emerging, and 
phased out technologies

Analyze incumbent companies’ services

Understand trends in the market

Forecast/Anticipate market direction

Identify what industry/mission space they 
are in

Develop customer profiles

What IP and regulations exist in the 
specific space?

How do these affect development?

Develop contingency plans if needed

How are buying decisions made/who writes
the check?

Include what companies are large vs small, 
which companies could be potential partners; 
financial information to determine percentage 
of market share and possible top competitor 
and partner company snapshots 

Capture budget and financial information
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What Is the Appropriate Process to use and when?
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DHS S&T Portfolio BasicResearch Innovation and Transition
Technology Phase Science Technology Development Product Development

Technology Readiness  
Level (TRL) TRL 1 – TRL 3 TRL 4 – TRL 6 TRL 7 – TRL 9

Manufacturing  
Readiness Level (MRL) MRL 1 – MRL 3 MRL 4 – MRL 6 MRL 7 – MRL 10

KeyObjectives TRL 1 TRL 2 TRL 3 TRL 4 TRL 5 TRL 6 TRL 7 TRL 8 TRL 9
“Back of theenvelope”
environment – newapproach
Research hypothesis formulated

Basic elementsof science/technologyhave been
identified (math/physics/ chemistry/analysis/algorithm)
Components of technology/science have been  
partiallycharacterized
Rigorous analytical studies confirm basic principles

 Science known to extent thatmathematicaland/or
computer models and simulations arepossible.
Analytical studies verify predictions, algorithms, proof of  
principle
Preliminary system performance characteristics and

 All required technology
components integrated for Proof of  
Concept.

 ORD andCONOPS
developed.
 SecurityAssessment

 Execute TTA / TCA as applicable
 Program Manager identified.
 Successful T&E in a simulated

 S&T and the end-user / customer
develop final transition plan;  
Transition Plan developed. (TRL 7

 Technology componentsare
form, fit, and function compatible  
with an operationalsystem.

 All critical program documentation
completed.
 Planning underway for the

Basic scientificprinciples
observed
Physical laws andassumptions

Analytical studies reported inscientific
journals/conference proceeding/technical reports
Paper studies show that applicationis feasible
Potential system or component application(s) have  
been identified–proofofprinciple

measures have been identifiedand estimated.
Predictions of elements of technology capability  validated by 
Analytical Studies.  Recommended nextsteps.
Paper studies indicate that system components ought to  
work together

Proof of Conceptconducted.
IPT briefed on progress of the  
technology’sdevelopment.

updated.
OMB 300 andAcquisition  
Plan completed (if required).

operational environmentconducted.
End user / customer briefedon  
the results ofT&E.

and 8)
Technology successfully  
demonstrated in anoperational

 Technologyproduction
addressed and planned byDHS  
and the end-user / customer.

integration of the next generation
technology into the existing program  
components.

used in newtechnologies/sciences
defined
Have some concept in mindthat

Performance predictions/uses made of each element
Individual parts of the technology work (no real  
attemptatintegration)
Modeling & Simulation only used to verify physical  
principles

Experiments carried out with small representative data
sets(realworld)
Laboratory research equipment to verify physical  
principles identified.
Laboratory experiments verify feasibility (principle,

 The customer briefed onthe
Proof of Concept results.
 FRD finalized.

 IPT certified readiness for the
transition of theTechnology.
 Program TransitionManager

 Initial Security Guidelines
developed.
 Draft Program AssessmentRating

environment. (TRL 7 and8)
 Updates made to theORD.
 Risk Management Plan,Program

 Training Plan developedand
implemented. (TRL 8 and9)
 Operational TestReport

 End-user fully demonstratesthe
technology inCONOPS.
 Lessons Learnedcompleted.

may berealizable
Paper studies supportbasic  
principles (literaturesearch)

Knowwhatexperimentsyou need to do (research
plan/approach)
Know capabilities and limitations of researchers and  
research facilities:identifywho/wherework to be done
Qualitative idea of risk areas (cost,schedule,

component, subcomponent test ordemo)
Scaling studies have been started (size, environment,  
componentintegrations)
Description/outline of algorithmsavailable.
Algorithms run in laboratoryenvironment

 SEMP finalized andupdated.
(TRL 4, 5, &6)
 TEMP completed andupdated.

assisted in transition
documentationdevelopment.
 Technology scan andmarket

Tool (PART) plan exists, if required.
National Environmental Policy Act  
(NEPA) plan /assessment.

Cost Analysis and PMP updated.
Strategic Program Planning  
conducted.

completed.
Limited User Test (LUT) Plan  
developed.

 After Action Review completed.
 Sustainment Plan iscompleted.

Formulation of conceptsthat
might be realizable (draft road  
map) – “If – then” statements

performance, impactsof idea)
An apparent theoretical or empirical design solution  
identified
Identify the DHS area the technology/science will  
support

Scientificfeasibilitydemonstrated
What is the academicenvironment?
Are there research centers interested in this area of  
science/technology?
What technologies exist elsewhere within DHS S&Tthat

(TRL 4, 5, &6)
ConfigurationManagement  
Planexists.

survey.(ongoing)
Analysis of Alternatives  
developed and updated. (TRL5

 InteroperabilityAssessment.  Operations andMaintenance
Manual completed /updated.
 Security Manualdeveloped.

 Physical andfunctional
interfaces clearlydefined

Has a Feasibility StudyWhite
Paper beendeveloped?
Has a potential DHS mission

Have potential homelandsecurity end-users been
identified?
Customer expresses interest in application (market  
survey?)
Requirement tracking system defined to manage

may integrate with thisprogram or technology?
Cross-technology uses assessed and identified (multi-
use enhancementconsidered)
Customer/user identified and participates in  
requirements definition/generation.

PMP updated. (TRL 4, 5, and6)
Risk ManagementPlan  
updated. (TRL 4, 5, and6)

& 6)
Entry Criteria Checklist  
completed and delivered tothe

Interoperabilitydemonstrated.
MDs reviewed to assure  
compliance.

space beenidentified?
How will the programbe  
funded?
Know who cares about  
technology/science, e.g., sponsor,  
funding source (users/participants:  
researchers, national/international,  
private, government, academia,  
military)

requirements creep
Investment Strategy Sheet (estimated funding  
requirements for 5 year plan)
Have rough idea of how to market technology (Who  is 
interested, outreach, marketsurvey)
Develop a TechnologyRoadmap.

Rudimentary best value analysis performed,not
includingcostfactors.
Customer identifies transition window(s) of opportunity
Metrics established
Riskareasidentified
Riskmitigationstrategies identified
Current manufacturing/use/ application concepts  
assessed
Producibility needs for key breadboard components  
identified
Has a Technology Maturity Assessment been  
conducted?
(Analysisof present state of the art shows that  
technologyfillsa need)
Develop Quality Control Plan to include standards

Program CostAnalysis
updated. (TRL 4, 5, and6)
 Quality Assurance Plan exists.
Program TransitionManager  
engaged in transitionplanning.

TM.
PDD created, approved,and  
signed. (TRL 5 &6)
Director approvedthe  
transition.

MRL6
Capability to produce system  
prototype in product relevant  
environment.
Production cost drivers andgoals  
analyzed andset

MRL7
Production pilotbegins
Producibility of system in  
production representative  
environment

MRL8
Manufacturing pilotcomplete,  
ready for low-rate production

MRL 9/10
Manufacturing processes  
established and deliverquality  
products
MRL 10 – System is at full  
production rate. Products meet all  
engineering, performance, quality  
and reliabilityrequirements.

MRL4
Materials, machines andtooling  
have been demonstrated ina

MRL5
Manufacturing cost/goals  
identified. Potential materials

Specific to Commercialization
Finalize ManufacturingPlan.
Finalizeengineering  
documentation.
 Update MarketingPlan.
Develop and implement atest  
plan for qualitycontrol.

Specific to Commercialization
IP Protection and Licensing.
 Prepare sales releasepackage.
Verify and update quality control  
requirements.

Specific to Commercialization
Finalize qualityplan.
 Finalize marketingplan.
Finalize manufacturingand  
assemblyroutines.

Know who will perform research  
and where it will be done

confor-mance, reliability testing,etc.
Develop Marketing Plan to include market size and  
research.

laboratoryenvironment
 Producibilityassessments

sourcesidentified.
 Capability toproduce

initiated prototype components inproduct
MRL1
Basic manufacturingimplications  
identified

MRL2
Manufacturing concepts identified

relevantenvironment

MRL3
Manufacturing proof of conceptdeveloped
 Producibility for key breadboard components identified

KeyDeliverables Feasibility Study (White Paper)
Initial scientific observations
reported in journals/conference
proceedings/technicalreports

Program Cost Analysis
Paper study showing that application  
is feasible
Modeling & Simulation Report only  
used to verify physical principles

TechnologyMaturity  
Assessment
Program Cost Analysis  
(updated)

Proof of ConceptReport.
FunctionalRequirements  
Document.
 SEMP (TRL 4, 5, and6)

ORD andCONOPS.
SecurityAssessment  
(updated).
 Program Definition Document

Germane to both Acquisition and  
Commercialization
Technology TransitionAgreement  
(TTA), orTechnology

Germane to both Acquisition and  
Commercialization
 Transition Plan (draft).
 ORD / FRD Documentation

Germane to both Acquisition  
and Commercialization
 Limited User Test (LUT) Plan.
 Deployment orTransition

Germane to both Acquisition and  
Commercialization
 CustomerFeedback.
 Lessons-learned.

Literature search report
Road Map(draft)
Written report of findingsand  
recommendations(preliminary

Market survey identifying potential
customer interest
Analytical studies reported in scientific  
journals/conference  proceeding/technical
reports

Functional Requirements (draft)
Proof of Concept Plan  
(Predictions of elements of  
technology capability validatedby

TEMP (TRL 4, 5, and6)
 Quality AssurancePlan.
ConfigurationPlan  
Management.

(PDD).
 OMB 300 Capital Asset Plan.
 AcquisitionPlan.
 Entry Criteria Checklist.

Commercialization Agreement(TCA)
as applicable
 Initial Security Guidelines.
 Draft Program AssessmentRating

 Risk ManagementPlan
Program Cost Analysis
PMP (updated).
 Strategic ProgramPlanning

Plan.
 TrainingPlan.
 Operational Test Report.
 CustomerAcceptance

After-actionReview.
Sustainment Plan is completed(a.  
Spiral Development Assessment, b.  
Preplanned Product Improvement,c.

productplan).
 Feasibility Review meeting.

Qualitative idea of risk areas (cost,
schedule, performance, impacts of idea)
5 year Investment Strategy/Funding  
requirements documented
 Preliminary product plans (approved

Analytical Studies. Recommended  
nextsteps.)
Program ManagementPlan  
(PMP)draft

PMP (updated). (TRL 4, 5, & 6)
Risk Management Plan  
(updated). (TRL 4, 5, and 6)
 Program CostAnalysis

 Analysis of Alternatives.(TRL
5 and6)
Initial producibilityof  
componenttechnology

Tool (PART) plan, if required.
National Environmental PolicyAct  
(NEPA) initial assessment, if  required.

Documentation (if conducted).
 Operations/MaintenanceManual
 SecurityManual.
 FinalizedInteroperability

Document.
Initial Systems-levelMetrics  
Assessment.

Emerging Threat(s) Assessment, d.  
Technology Refresh / Insertion, e.  
Quality Assurance / Metrics Report, f.  
Risk ManagementReassessment.).

andongoing).
New Technology roadmaps  
(approved for further development and  
implementation).
 Updated market assessment and

End-user/Customer Status
Review
Analytical study/test reports.
 Detailed product and marketing

(updated). (TRL 4, 5, and 6)
End-user / CustomerStatus  
Review.

completed
Initial ManufacturingPlan  
developed.

 InteroperabilityAssessment. Assurance Report. (TRL 7 and 8)
Specific to Commercialization
Engineering documentation  
package release andmanufacturing  
plan.
 Updated marketingplan.
 Test plan for qualitycontrol.
Development PhaseReview  
meeting.

Specific to Commercialization
IP Protection andLicensing.
Manufacturing and sales plan  
release package is to bedistributed.
 Pilot Phase Review meeting.

Specific to Commercialization
Demonstrate that a defect-
free product can be  
manufactured on scheduleand  
at a cost consistent with the  
target pricepoints.

Specific to Commercialization
Finalized product plan sales  
release package is to bedistributed.
Sales Release PhaseReview  
mtng.
Execution of acceptance,  
shipment, and after-sales supportof  
the newproduct.

technology scan.
Demonstrate ability to manufacture  
prototype components

plan.
 Quality controlplan.
 Optimization Review meeting.
 Manufacturing conceptsdefined

Management Review Internal TechnicalReview Internal  TechnicalReview  Internal TechnicalReview  Capstone IPT andTechnology  Capstone IPT andTOG Capstone IPT and TOG reviews Capstone IPT and TOG reviews Capstone IPT andTOG  S&T Director of Transition
Corporate review meeting of the Corporate review meeting to  TechnologyMaturity Oversight Group (TOG) reviews reviews(ongoing). Development Phase review Corporate review of the reviews Capstone IPT and TOG reviews
preliminary productplan. approve preliminary productplan Assessment (ongoing). Analysis of theengineering meeting. manufacturing releasepackage. Analysis and review of the Corporate review of the finalized
 Feasibility Review meeting. and technologyroadmap Optimization Review meeting. Analysis of the engineeringand and manufacturingplan.  Comprehensive analysis ofthe  Pilot Phase review meeting. manufacturingplan. product plan and salesrelease
 Results and follow up actions. Results and follow up actions  Results and follow up actions. manufacturingplan.  Results and follow up actions. engineering and manufacturingplan.  Results and follow up actions.  Results and follow up actions. package.
 ManufacturingReadiness  MRA  MRA  Results and follow up actions.  MRA  Results and follow up actions.  MRA MRA  Sales Release Phasemeeting.
Assessment(MRA)  TRA  TRA  MRA  TRA  MRA  TRA TRA  MRA
TechnologyReadiness  TRA  TRA  TRA
Assessment(TRA)

U.S. Department of Homeland Security Commercialization Office: Product Realization Guide
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Profit

Nonprofit

Profit

Nonprofit

Research  
1

Research  
2

Research  
3

Business  
Milestone  

1

R/Business  
Milestone  

2

Research
4

IP exploration

License
Public
Good

O&M

O&M

DHS

HSNon‐D

DECISION

IP
Protection

Tangential  
Markets

Tangential  
Markets

University  
must make a  
decision on  
execution of  

pathway

Execution of Business Plan

Direct
License

to  
others

Notional Technology Development Transition Decision-making

R&D

R&D

Managing the timeline for this decision to occur is  
critical

Value Creation
Value Capture

Third Party Commercialization
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Responsibilities and Expectations

Example  
Question

DHS PM COE University

Center Vision  
Creation

Project Selection

Customer  
Participation
Project Design

Testing and  
Evaluation
Transfer/Transition  
Internal/External
Implementation Ti

m
ef

ra
m

e

?
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